
Assembly Guide

Rollabout Cart model EA-150 for 

Electric CharBQue E-50 Series Grill

Maverick Industries, Inc.
94 Mayfield Avenue, Edison NJ 08837

MADE IN CHINA



Parts Indentification
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A: left side shelf B: right side shelf C: center shelf D: bottom shelf

E: left frame F: right frame G: wheel

Parts Name

H H (4 places)

H: screw and nut I: wrench
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Rollabout Cart model EA-150 
This cart is designed exclusively for use with the E-50 ser ies 

electr ic gr i l l .   I f  any parts are missing, or help is needed during 

assembly, please contact: Maverick at 732-417-9666 ext 211



General Assembly Drawing

Frame: 
has screw and nut 
(4 places)

mounting tab

Center Shelf: 
has mounting tabs 
(all 4 corners)

Assembly Steps
Step 1. wheels/frames/bottom shelf assembly
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Important note: Use the wrench to securely tighten the wheel.
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mounting tabscrew and nut

Press tab on 
wheel to lock 
the wheel.

Side shelves (2)
fit onto handles of grill

Mount Bottom Shelf to Left Frame, Then Right Frame, using wheel.



Step 2. Center Shelf Assembly 
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Step 3. Put the glass grill on the frame

glass grill

frame

Step 4. Put the left/right shelves onto the handles of the grill
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A. Align the center shelf inside the frame, then slide the 4 mounting tabs into the 
frames, then push or tap down securely until locked together and level. 

B. Complete the installation using the 4 screws and nuts. 

slide tab into frame (4 places)
then tighten with screw & nut
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Position Shelf against side of grill onto handle at 45  angle (1), then rotate down flat (2)
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Finished Cart




